
MOTIVATE™

Seating

AdApt. reAct. motivAte.



motivate Your entire Space

People are on the move, looking for new and innovative ways to get things done. As a 
result, collaborative spaces are in high demand. The Motivate seating line transforms 
any space into a dynamic environment, capable of supporting the ways people work. 
From flexible training areas, to dedicated workstation spaces, to the countless gathering 
opportunities in between, Motivate boasts an e�cient footprint and versatile design that 
delivers ultimate comfort and adaptability.
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coLLABorAtive eNviroNmeNtS
Motivate blends into a variety of environments. Being lightweight 
and agile, Motivate is ideal for collaborative areas that serve multiple 
functions throughout your space. 

mAXimiZe SpAce
Convert any space into usable space in a matter of minutes. Motivate 
can be stored where it’s used — in space-saving high density stacks.

A compreHeNSive oFFeriNG
Motivate offers a complete line of seating  
that works well together and with other  
HON products like Voi workstations. 
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COMfOrT ThAT lAsTs
Whether gathering for a quick meeting or sitting in a 
lengthy training session, Motivate delivers the comfort  
and support you need to stay productive. The advanced 
contours of the seat and back move with the body to 
reduce pressure points. As a result, Motivate conforms  
to each user’s movement, so no matter how they sit —  
or how long they stay — they remain comfortable. 
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NeStiNG/StAcKiNG cHAirS
Nesting and stacking chairs easily move out of the  
way when not in use to maximize space, making  
them perfect for multi-purpose environments.



FLeXiBLe 
Flexible chair back technology intuitively  
provides balance and lumbar support.

comFort 
Whether it’s a plastic shell or breathable  
ilira®-stretch material, Motivate chair backs  
are contoured to cradle your back.

WArrANtY 
The durable construction and fabrics are  
covered by the HON Full Lifetime Warranty.
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OnE fOr All
When you want to accommodate a wide variety of users and multi-purpose 
environments, Motivate is the answer. Every chair in the Motivate offering is 
easily movable and readily accessible when collaboration is required. With a 
variety of options for styles, finishes, legs, arms, colors, fabrics, casters and 
glides, you get exactly what you need. Different spaces require a variety of 
solutions, and with plastic shell, mesh, or fully upholstered seat and back 
options, Motivate is the solution that fits them all.

meet tHe motivAte FAmiLY
The Motivate offering from left to right, including: task chair, stool,  
nesting/stacking, high density stacker, four-leg stacker and task stool.
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A Spectrum oF coLor
Thirteen vibrant colors complement  
any setting or personal taste.

tangelo cherry mulberryLime calypso Surf

BAcK ANd SeAt optioNS 
Optional ilira-stretch fabric increases  
airflow for added comfort. 

One-piece polypropylene backrest  
can be wiped down with ease.

A wide variety of optional seat and  
back fabrics are available to match  
any environment.

BASe optioNS 
Choose casters or glides with textured  
Black or Platinum frame.

Sled base comes in chrome and stacks  
40-high on stacking cart, 12-high from  
the floor. 

The five-star base is available on task  
chairs and stools.

Loft platinum ShadowLava onyx White

regatta
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The HON Company
200 Oak Street
Muscatine, IA 52761
800.833.3964

hon.com

© 2012 The HON Company. Form No. H4158 (7/12)

HON is a registered trademark of HNI Technologies, under 

license to The HON Company. Motivate, Voi, Preside and 

Abound are registered trademarks of HNI Technologies,  

under license to The HON Company. Models, upholstery,  

and finishes are subject to change without notice.

For more information, visit hon.com/motivate.

hIgh DEnsITy sTACkEr 

4 lEg ChAIr

nEsTIng ChAIr

TAsk ChAIr

front: Motivate nesting 
chair in Surf with Platinum 
Metallic frame. Stacking 
chair in Messenger Lumine 
and Loft with Platinum 
Metallic frame. Nesting chair 
with arms in Messenger 
Neon with Vanilla Mesh  
and Platinum Metallic frame. 
Stacking chair in Tangelo 
with Platinum Metallic frame. 
Task chair in Metric Lava 
and Vanilla Mesh with Black 
frame. Café Stool in Cherry 
with Platinum frame.

Pages 2-3 A: Motivate  
tables with casters in 
Brilliant White with 2MM 
matching edge, and fixed 
bases in Platinum Metallic. 
Motivate stacking chairs 
with casters in Disperse 
Carneliun, Tangelo shell,  
and Platinum Metallic  
frame. Motivate task chairs 
in Messenger Satsuma 
with Vanilla Mesh, and 
Black frame. Voi® laminate 
desking, credenzas, 
overhead cabinets, towers 
and edge in Brilliant White 
and Teak fronts with 
Platinum Metallic paint. 
Abound® panel system in 
Appoint Dune and Platinum 
Metallic paint.

Page 3 B: Motivate stacking 
chairs in Lime and Platinum 
Metallic frame with glides. 
Motivate café height chairs 
in Calypso with Platinum 
Metallic frame. Preside® 
standard and café height 
tables in Brilliant White 
laminate with Platinum 
Metallic bases. 

Page 3 C: Motivate high 
density stacker in Shadow 
with Chrome frame. Voi 
credenza in Brilliant White 
laminate and Teak fronts 
with Disperse Carnelian 
cushions.  

Pages 4-5 D: Motivate 
tables in Harvest with 
matching 2MM edge, 
fixed bases and modesty 
panels in Platinum Metallic. 
Motivate nesting chairs with 
casters in Metric Alligator 
and Lime shell with Platinum 
Metallic frame. Mobile 
Markerboard in Platinum 
Metallic. Presentation cart 
with lectern in Harvest with 
modesty panel and frame in 
Platinum Metallic. 

Back E: Motivate 
tables with casters in 
Brilliant White with 2MM 
matching edge, and fixed 
bases in Platinum Metallic. 
Motivate stacking chairs 
with casters in Disperse 
Carneliun, Tangelo shell,  
and Platinum Metallic frame. 
Voi laminate desking, and 
credenzas, in Brilliant  
White and Teak fronts.

PrODuCTs, MATErIAls, AnD fInIshEs shOwn:

STACKING CART
HIGH DENSITY STACKER 
SLED LEG BASE

 
HIGH DENSITY STACKER 
SLED LEG BASE, W/ARMS

4 -LEG STACKING 4-LEG STACKING, W/ARMS 4-LEG TABLET ARM 4-LEG CAFÉ-HEIGHT STOOL

4-LEG CAFÉ-HEIGHT STOOL, 
W/ARMS

4-LEG NESTING/STACKING,  
MESH-BACK, W/ARMS

4-LEG NESTING/STACKING,  
PLASTIC BACK, W/ARMS, 
UPHOLSTERED SEAT

4-LEG TABLET ARM, MESH BACK,   
UPHOLSTERED SEAT

TASK, PLASTIC-BACK,   
UPHOLSTERED SEAT

TASK, MESH-BACK, W/ARMS 
UPHOLSTERED SEAT 

TASK STOOL, PLASTIC-BACK,  
UPHOLSTERED SEAT,  
ADJUSTABLE FOOTRING

TASK STOOL, PLASTIC BACK,  
W/ARMS, UPHOLSTERED SEAT, 
ADJUSTABLE FOOTRING

E

“On-going developments 
in mobile and computer  
technology free us from 
our traditional work-
space. We are no longer  
dependent on a fixed 
space within the office. 
Thus people are choosing 
to work in a more open 
environment.”

Wolfgang Deisig 
Designer of Motivate


